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What's New In?

imgur Gallery & Album Downloader is a fast and easy-to-use piece of software that can download entire photo galleries from the Imgur website, just as the name implies. It includes just a few intuitive options that can be easily figured out by anyone. Fast installation and intuitive GUI The setup procedure does not take a long time to finish, since the tool bundles standard options. Its interface is represented by a small frame with an attractive appearance, which
provides direct access to all main options. Straightforward options All you have to do is establish the Imgur URL and start the downloading operation with the click of a button. Before doing so, you may change the default saving directory and default link shown at program startup, as well as ask the app to stop downloading when duplicates are found, to keep the original image name, and indicate the first page to start downloading photos from. All program activity is
recorded, and you can view log data on the bottom part of the screen. Furthermore, it is possible to manually stop file downloading, as well as to open the output directory without leaving the interface. Evaluation and conclusion The app is light on the system resources, since it uses low CPU and RAM. We have not come across any problems throughout our evaluation as it did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. In conclusion, imgur Gallery&Album
Downloader help users easily and quickly download images from Imgur galleries, backed by intuitive options. Description: imgur Gallery & Album Downloader is a fast and easy-to-use piece of software that can download entire photo galleries from the Imgur website, just as the name implies. It includes just a few intuitive options that can be easily figured out by anyone. Fast installation and intuitive GUI The setup procedure does not take a long time to finish, since
the tool bundles standard options. Its interface is represented by a small frame with an attractive appearance, which provides direct access to all main options. Straightforward options All you have to do is establish the Imgur URL and start the downloading operation with the click of a button. Before doing so, you may change the default saving directory and default link shown at program startup, as well as ask the app to stop downloading when duplicates are found, to
keep the original image name, and indicate the first page to start downloading photos from. All program activity is recorded, and you can view log data on the bottom part of the screen. Furthermore, it is possible to manually stop file downloading, as well as to open the output directory without leaving the interface. Evaluation and conclusion The app is light on the system resources, since it uses low CPU and RAM. We have not come across any problems throughout
our evaluation as it did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. In conclusion, imgur Gallery&Album Downloader help users easily and quickly download images from Imgur galleries, backed
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System Requirements:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system A 64-bit version of the game client Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8 Windows XP is no longer supported Minimum RAM is 128 MB DirectX 10 DVD-ROM or hard-drive install A system restart is not required for installation Minimum system specifications: Operating system: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 Minimum: RAM: 1 GB Video card: Nvidia GeForce 7 series or higher, ATI
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